We present an analysis of the behaviour of Cooperative Co-evolution algorithms (CCEAs) on a simple test problem, that is the optimal placement of a set of lamps in a square room, for various problems sizes. Cooperative Co-evolution makes it possible to exploit more efficiently the artificial Darwinism scheme, as soon as it is possible to turn the optimisation problem into a co-evolution of interdependent sub-parts of the searched solution. We show here how two cooperative strategies, Group Evolution (GE) and Parisian Evolution (PE) can be built for the lamps problem. An experimental analysis then compares a classical evolution to GE and PE, and analyses their behaviour with respect to scale. 1
For optimisation purpose, CCEAs are based on a specific formulation of the problem where various inter-or intra-population interaction mechanisms occur. Usually, these techniques are efficient as optimiser when the problem can be split into smaller interdependent subproblems. The computational effort is then distributed onto the evolution of smaller elements of similar or different nature, that aggregates to build a global solution.
Cooperative co-evolution is increasingly becoming the basis of successful applications [1, 6, 8, 15, 19] , including learning problems, see for instance [3] . These approaches can be shared into two main categories: co-evolution process that happens between a fixed number of separate populations [5, 13, 14] or within a single population [7, 10, 18] .
The design and fine tuning of such algorithms remain however difficult and strongly problem dependent. A critical question is the design of simple test problem for CCEAs, for benchmarking purpose. A first test-problem based on Royal Road Functions has been proposed in [12] . We propose here another simple problem, the Lamps problem, for which various instances of increasing complexity can be generated, according to a single ratio parameter. We show below how two CCEAs can be designed and compared against a classical approach, whith a special focus on scalability.
The paper is organised as follows: the Lamps problem is described in section 1.2, then the design of two cooperative co-evolution strategies, Parisian Evolution and Group Evolution, is detailed in sections 1.3 and 1.4. The experimental setup is described in section 1.5: three strategies are tested, a classical genetic programing approach, (CE for Classical Evolution), the Group Evolution (GE) and the Parisian Evolution (PE). All methods are implemented using the µGP toolkit [16] . Results are presented and analysed in section 1.6, and conclusions and future work are given in section 1.7.
The Lamps problem
The optimisation problem chosen to test cooperative coevolution algorithms requires to find the best placement for a set of lamps, so that a target area is fully brightened with light. The minimal number of lamps needed is unknown, and heavily depends on the topology of the area. All lamps are alike, modeled as circles, and each one may be evaluated separately with respect to the final goal. In the example, the optimal solution requires 4 lamps (Figure 1 .1, left): interestingly, when examined independently, all lamps in the solution waste a certain amount of light outside the target area. However, if one of the lamps is positioned to avoid this undesired effect, it becomes impossible to lighten the remaining area with the three lamps left (Figure 1.1, right) . Since lamps are simply modeled as circles, the problem may also be seen as using the circles to completely cover the underlying area, as efficiently as possible.
1 Lamps: a test problem for CCEAs Fig. 1.1 Placement of a set of lamps. The aim is to enlighten all the square area. It is interesting to notice how a solution where some of the light of each lamp is wasted outside the area (left) overall performs better than a solution where the grayed lamp maximises its own performance (right).
This apparently simple benchmark exemplifies a common situation in real-world applications: many problems have an optimal solution composed of a set of homogeneous elements, whose individual contribution to the main solution can be evaluated separately. Note that, in this context, homogeneous is used to label elements sharing the same base structure.
A similar toy problem has been sketched in [17] , but the structure of the benchmark has been improved and parametrised, and the fitness function has been modified, to increase the complexity and the number of local optima on the fitness landscape.
Size of the problem
It is intuitive that the task of enlightening a room with a set of lamps can be more or less difficult, depending on the size of the room and the cone of light of each lamp. If small sources of light are used to brighten a large room, surely a greater number of lamps will be required, and the number of possible combinations will increase dramatically.
With these premises, the complexity of the problem can thus be expressed by the ratio between the surface to be enlightened and the maximum area enlightened by a single lamp:
problem size = area room area lamp as this ratio increases, finding an optimal solution for the problem will become harder.
It is interesting to notice how variations in the shape of the room could also influence the complexity of the task: rooms with an irregular architecture may require more intricate lamp placements. However, finding a dependency between the shape of the room and the difficulty of the problem is not trivial, and results might be less hal-00642304, version 1 -17 Nov 2011 intuitive to analyze. For all these reasons, the following experiments will feature square rooms only.
Fitness value
Comparing different methodologies on the same problem requires a common fitness function, to be able to numerically evaluate the solutions obtained by each approach.
Intuitively, the fitness of a candidate solution should be directly proportional to the area fully brightened by the lamps and inversely proportional to the number of lamps used, favoring solutions that cover more surface with light using the minimal number of lamps. The first term in the fitness value will thus be proportional to the ratio of the area enlightened by the lamps,
area enlightened total area
To increase the complexity of the fitness landscape, a further contribution is added: the area brightened by more than one lamp is to be minimised, in order to have as little overlapping as possible. The second term will be then proportional to:
− area overlap total area It is interesting to note that minimising the overlap also implies an optimisation of the number of lamps used, since using a greater number would lead to more overlapping areas. The final fitness function will then be:
where W is a weight associated to the relative importance of the overlapping, set by the user. Using this function with W = 1, fitness values will range between (0, 1), but it is intuitive that it is impossible to reach the maximum value: by problem construction, overlapping and enlightenment are inversely correlated, and even good solutions will feature overlapping areas and/or parts not brightened. This problem is actually multi-objective, the fitness function we propose corresponds to a compromise between the two objectives.
Parisian Evolution
Initially designed to address the inverse problem for Iterated Function System (IFS), a problem related to fractal image compression [7] , this scheme has been successfully applied in various real world applications: in stereovision [4] , in photogrammetry [9, 11] , in medical imaging [18] , for Bayesian Network Structure learning [2] , in data retrieval [10] .
Parisian Evolution (PE) is based on a two-level representation of the optimisation problem, meaning that an individual in a Parisian population represents only a part of the solution. An aggregation of multiple individuals must be built to complete a meaningful solution to the problem. This way, the co-evolution of the whole population (or of a major part of it) is favoured over the emergence of a single best individual, as in classical evolutionary schemes.
This scheme distributes the workload of solution evaluations at two levels. Light computations (e.g. existence conditions, partial or approximate fitness) can be done at the individual's level (local fitness), while the complete calculation (i.e. global fitness) is performed at the population level. The global fitness is then distributed as a bonus to individuals who participate the global solution. A Parisian scheme has all the features of a classical EA (see figure 1.2) with the following additional components:
• A grouping stage at each generation, that selects individuals that are allowed to participate to the global solution.
• A redistribution step that rewards the individuals who participate to the global solution : their bonus is proportional to the global fitness.
• A sharing scheme, that avoids degenerate solutions where all individuals are identical.
Efficient implementations of the Parisian scheme are often based on partial redundancies between local and global fitness, as well as clever exploitation of computational shortcuts. The motivation is to make a more efficient use of the evolution of the population, and reduce the computational cost. Successful applications of such a scheme usually rely on a lower cost evaluation of the partial solutions (i.e. the individuals of the population), while computing the full evaluation only once at each generation or at specified intervals.
Implementation of the lamps problem
For the lamps problem, the PE has been implemented as follows. An individual represents a lamp, its genome is its (x, y) position, plus a third element, e, that can assume values 0 or 1 (on/off switch). Lamps with e = 1 are "on" (expressed) and contribute to the global solution, while lamps with e = 0 do not.
Global fitness is computed as described in subsection 1. Sharing follows the simple formula
Lamps that have a relatively low number of neighbours will be preferred for selection over lamps with a bigger number of neighbours. In this implementation, sharing
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is computed only for expressed lamps (e = 1) and used only when selecting the less performing individual to be removed from the population.
Group Evolution
Group Evolution (GE) is a novel generational cooperative coevolution concept presented in [17] . The approach uses a population of partial solutions, and exploits nonfixed sets of individuals called groups. GE acts on individuals and groups, managing both in parallel. During the evolution, individuals are optimised as in a common EA, but concurrently groups are also evolved. The main peculiarity of GE is the absence of a priori information about the grouping of individuals. At the beginning of the evolutionary process, an initial population of individuals is randomly created on the basis of a high-level description of a solution for the given problem. Groups at this stage are randomly determined, so that each individual can be included in any number of different groups, but all individuals are part of at least one group.
Population size µ individuals is the maximum number of individuals in the population, and it is set by the user before the evolution starts. The number of groups µ groups , the minimum and maximum size of the groups are set by the user as well. 
Generation of new individuals and groups
GE exploits a generational approach: at each evolutionary step, a number of genetic operators is applied to the population. Genetic operators can act on both individuals and groups, and produce a corresponding offspring, in form of individuals and groups.
The offspring creation phase comprehends two different actions at each generation step (see Figure 1.4 Each time a genetic operator is applied to the population, parents are chosen and offspring is generated. The children are added to the population, while the original parents are unmodified. Offspring is then evaluated, while it is not compulsory to reconsider the fitness value of the parents again. It is important to notice that the number of children produced at each evolutionary step is not fixed: each genetic operator can have any number of parents as input and produce in output any number of new individuals and groups. The number and type of genetic operators applied at each step can be set by the user. 
Group genetic operators
Group Genetic Operators (GGOs) work on the set of groups. Each operator needs a certain number of groups as parents and produces a certain number of groups as offspring that will be added to the population. GGOs implemented in our approach are:
1. crossover: generates offspring by selecting two individuals, one from parent group A and one from parent group B. Those individuals are switched, creating two new groups;
2. adding-mutation: generates offspring by selecting one or more individuals from the population and a group. Chosen individuals are added (if possible) to the parent group, creating a single new group; 3. removal-mutation: generates offspring by selecting a group and one or more individuals inside it. Individuals are removed from the parent group. 4. replacement-mutation: generates offspring by selecting a group and one or more individuals inside it. Individuals are removed from the parent group, and replaced by other individuals selected from the population.
Parent groups are chosen via tournament selection.
Individual genetic operators
Individual Genetic Operators (IGOs) operate on the population of individuals, very much like they are exploited in usual GA. The novelty of GE is that for each individual produced as offspring, new groups are added to the group population. For each group the parent individual was part of, a copy is created, with the offspring taking the place of the parent. This approach, however, could lead to an exponential increase in the number of groups, as the best individuals are selected by both GGOs and IGOs. To keep the number of groups under a strict control, we choose to create a copy only of the highest-fitness groups the individual was part of.
IGOs select individuals by a tournament selection in two parts: first, a group is picked out through a tournament selection with moderate selective pressure; then an individual in the group is chosen with low selective pressure. The actual group and the highest-fitness groups the individual is part of are cloned once for each child individual created: in each clone group the parent individual is replaced with a child. An example is given in Figure 1 .3 (right): an IGO, selects individual C as a parent. The chosen individual is part of only one group, Group 1. The IGO produces two children individuals: since the parent was part of a group, a new group is created for each new individual generated. The new groups (Group 1' and Group 1") are identical to Group 1, except that individual C is replaced with one of its children, C' in Group 1' and C" in Group 1" respectively.
The aim of this process is to select individuals from well-performing groups to create new groups with a slightly changed individual, in order to explore the a near area in the solution space.
Evaluation
During the evaluation phase, a fitness value is associated to each group: the fitness value is a number that measures the goodness of the candidate solutions with respect to the given problem. When a group is evaluated, a fitness value is also assigned to all the individuals composing it. Those values reflect the goodness of the solution represented by the single individual and have the purpose to help discriminate during tournament selection for both IGOs and GGOs.
An important strength of the approach resides in the evaluation step: if there is already a fitness value for an individual that is part of a new group, it is possible to take it into account instead of re-evaluating all the individuals in the group. This feature can be exceptionally practical when facing a problem where the evaluation of a single individual can last several minutes and the fitness of a group can be computed without examining simultaneously the performance of the individuals composing it. In that case, the time-wise cost of both IGOs and GGOs becomes very small.
Slaughtering
After each generation step, the group population is resized. The groups are ordered fitness-wise and the worst one is deleted until the desired population size is reached. Every individual keeps track of all the groups it belongs to in a set of references. Each time a group ceases to exist, all its individuals remove it from their set of references. At the end of the group slaughtering step, each individual that has an empty set of references, and is therefore not included in any group, is deleted as well.
Implementation of the lamps problem
For the lamps problem, GE has been implemented as follows. One individual represents a lamps, its genome is the (x, y) position. The fitness of a single individual, which must be independent from all groups it is part of, is simply the area of the room it enlightens. The group fitness is computed as described in subsection 1.2.2.
Experimental setup
Before starting the experiments on the cooperative coevolution algorithms, a series of 10 runs for each problem size of a classical evolutionary algorithm is performed, to better understand the characteristics of the problem and to set parameters leading to a fair comparison. The genome of a single individual is a set of lamps, modeled as an array of N couples of values ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) , ..., (x N , y N ) ), where each (x i , y i ) describes the position of individual i in the room. The algorithm uses a classical (µ + λ ) evolutionary paradigm, with µ = 20 and λ = 10, probability of crossover 0.2 and probability of mutation 0.8. Each run lasts 100 generations.
By examining these first experimental results, it is possible to reach the following conclusions: good solutions for the problem use a number of lamps in the range (problem size, 3 · problem size); and, as expected, as the ratio grows, the fitness value of the best individual at the end of the evolution tends to be lower.
In order to perform a comparison with GE and PE as fair as possible, the stop condition for each algorithm will be set as the average number of single lamp evaluations performed by the classical evolutionary algorithm for each problem size. In this way, even if the algorithms involved have significantly different structures, the computational effort is commensurable. 
PE setup
Due to the observation of the CE runs, µ = 3 · problem size, while λ = µ/2. The probability of mutation is 0.8 and the probability of crossover is 0.2.
GE setup
The number of groups in the population is fixed, µ groups = 20, as is the number of genetic operators selected at each step λ = 10. The number of individuals in each group is set to vary in the range (problem size, 3 · problem size). Since the number of individuals in each group will grow according to the problem size, the number of individuals in the population will be µ individuals = 3 · µ groups · problem size. The probability of mutation is 0.8, while the probability of crossover is 0.2, for both individuals and groups.
Implementation in µGP
The two CCEAs used in the experience have been implemented using µGP [16] , an evolutionary toolkit developed by CAD group of Politecnico di Torino. Exploiting µGP's flexible structure, with the fitness evaluator completely independent from the evolutionary core, the great number of adjustable parameters, and the modular hal-00642304, version 1 -17 Nov 2011 framework composed of clearly separated C++ classes, it is possible to obtain the behavior of very different EAs.
In particular, to implement PE, it is sufficient to operate on the fitness evaluator, setting the environment to evaluate the whole population and the offspring at each step. Obtaining GE behavior is slightly more complex, and requires the addition of new classes to manage groups. CE is simply µGP standard operation mode.
Results and Analysis
In a series of experiments, 100 runs of each evolutionary approach are executed, for a set of meaningful values of problem size. To exploit a further measurement of comparison, the first occurrence of an acceptable solution also appears in the results: here an acceptable solution is defined as a global solution with at least 80% of the final fitness value obtained by the CE. Table 1 .2 summarises the results for significant values of problem size. For each evolutionary algorithm are reported the results reached at the end of the evolution: average fitness value, average enlightenment percentage of the room, average number of lamps, and average number of lamps evaluated before finding an acceptable solution (along with the standard deviation for each value).
For each problem size, a box plot is provided in figure 1.5. It is noticeable how the performance of each evolutionary algorithm is very close for small values of problem size, while GE and PE gain the upper hand when the complexity increases.
In particular, PE obtains the best performance from problem size = 10 onwards. The extra information inserted allows the approach to obtain high enlightenment percentages even when the complexity of the task increases, as shown in Figure 1 .6.
On the other hand, GE obtains enlightenment percentages close to CE, but on the average it uses a lower number of lamps, that leads to a lower overlap, as it is noticeable in Figure 1 .8 and 1.7.
When dealing with the number of lamp evaluations needed before reaching what is defined an acceptable solution, PE is again in the lead, see Figure 1 .9.
In Figure 1 .10, a profile of the best run for problem size = 100 for each algorithm is reported. PE enjoys a rapid growth in the first stages of the evolution, thanks to the extra information it can make use of, while GE proves more efficient than CE in the last part of the evolution, where exploitation becomes more prevalent.
As it is noticeable in Figure 1 .11, while the number of lamps evaluated before reaching an acceptable solution grows more than linearly for GE and CE, PE shows a less steep growth. On the other hand, GE presents the lowest overlap for all values of problem size (Figure 1.12 Table 1. 2 Average results for 100 runs, for each evolutionary approach. *Due to the times involved, data for problem size 100 is computed on 10 runs.
Conclusion and future work
The Lamps benchmark has the major advantage to provide a set of toy problems that are simple, and for which the scale can be characterised with a single real value (the surface ratio between room and lamp sizes). This formulation is very convenient to get some insight on the behaviour of algorithms with respect to scale. The intuition that guided the development of Group Evolution and Parisian Evolution has been confronted to experimental analysis, to yield the following conclusions: Parisian Evolution is the most efficient approach in terms of computational expense, and scalability; Group Evolution yields better and more precise results, in a computational time that is similar to Classical Evolution.
These differences can be explained by the nature of a priori information that has been injected into the algorithms. Parisian Evolution relies on a deterministic algorithm for selecting the group of lamps that are used as the current global solution at each generation, while Group Evolution does not make any assumption on it and let evolution decide which lamps can be grouped to build various solutions. In some sense Parisian Evolution is making a strong algorithmic choice for the grouping stage, that acts as a constraint on the evolution of the population of lamps. It has the major advantage to reduce the complexity of the problem by providing solutions from the evolution of simpler structures (lamps instead of groups of lamps for Group Evolution or for Classical Evolution). It may be considered as a "quick and dirty" approach. Future work on this topic will investigate hybridisation between Parisian and Group Evolution, i.e. running a population of elements in the Parisian mode to rapidly get a good rough solution, and using the Group scheme to refine it. A more realistic modelisation of the lamp's light could also be used, taking into account the gradual fading from the source; this approach would shift the problem from enlight- ening the room to ensure that each point of it receives at least a certain amount of light. [2] Barrire O, Lutton E, Wuillemin PH (2009) Bayesian network structure learning using cooperative coevolution. In: Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO 2009) 
